Accelerator Impact Story

ABOUT JAMBAN

Founded in Indonesia, in 2019, Jamban has developed a mobile application that helps people locate and access the nearest clean public toilet. Jamban also helps toilet operators and janitors to monitor and maintain toilets easily, ensuring cleanliness and hygiene.

JAMBAN’S IMPACT

“Business impact numbers from establishment to date

5 Toilet locations built and operating in Java & Bali

120K People served

2M Litres of water saved

JAMBAN’S 12 MONTH ACCELERATOR JOURNEY

Jamban explored and created a plan for implementing the “asset management approach” to toilets - separating ownership and operations in different entities to enable long-term scaling.
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“Our journey in the Toilet Board Coalition Accelerator for almost a year has been nothing short of extraordinary. Under the mentorship of sanitation experts and the doors opened to a global network of sanitation entrepreneurs and investors, our understanding and insights in the sanitation sector have reached remarkable depths.”

Join us to

Accelerate 1,000 Sanitation Businesses by 2030

Thanks to our leaders:

The Toilet Board Coalition and its work is made possible by the generous support of the Toilet Board Coalition Membership. The contents are the responsibility of the Toilet Board Coalition and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Members and partners.

Discover additional information and resources by clicking here